Call for Professional Posters
Submission Deadline: 29 January 2018

Eligibility

• Individuals eligible to submit a professional poster include post-doctoral scholars, medical residents, fellows and professionals whose affiliation is consistent with the mission of DIA.
• Abstracts submitted for presentation must not have been presented or published previously.

General Submission Requirements

(please read the following instructions carefully, as incorrect or incomplete abstracts will not be considered.)

• All abstracts must be submitted online at DIAglobal.org/Abstracts.
• The title must reflect the abstract content accurately and concisely.
• All poster presentations must be non-commercial and scientific in nature and may not be used as a marketing opportunity. Any mention of specific products or and/or services must be limited to generic names, with no inclusion of brand names in any area of the poster, including poster titles and/or handouts. Logos and advertising may not appear anywhere on the poster.
• Posters must be original in research and include appropriate empirical evidence.
• Posters must include data, i.e., research results and conclusion.
• Preliminary/pilot data is acceptable.
• Only one author is to be identified at the time of submitting.

Abstracts will be reviewed, and authors will be notified of results as of the 12 February 2018

Onsite Requirements

• If an abstract is accepted, the primary author is required to pay the applicable meeting registration fee, related expenses, and must be onsite at DIA Europe 2018 in Basel during the designated poster session time. Exhibitors are required to pay the full exhibitor upgrade.
• Please note that an author may not represent more than one poster.
• Co-authors who would like to be present must register by the deadline. If none of the authors are able to attend the meeting, the poster will be withdrawn from the programme.
• Presenters must organise and pay for all shipping arrangements for their poster materials. DIA will not ship or store any materials.
• Presenters must prepare a poster to fit a poster board no larger than 120cm wide and 160 cm high.

Oral Poster Presentations

Selected poster authors will have the opportunity to present their work from the podium in addition to displaying their poster onsite. Podium presentations will be 5 minutes in length including Q&A with the audience. Additional information regarding oral poster presentations will be given upon acceptance of the poster.

Helpful Hints for Submission

You can plan your abstract submission in advance by preparing following information below, required for your online submission.

1. Abstract Title - Maximum 125 characters including spaces. Titles should briefly describe the focus of the abstract as well as accurately reflect the content of the abstract.
2. Interest Area/Track - Select the interest area that suits your poster’s subject/topic.
3. Keywords - Maximum 100 characters including spaces. Please provide 1 or more keywords associated with your abstract. These may be used for search purposes should your abstract be selected as a concept. Examples of keywords: Personalised Medicine, Health Technology Assessment, Clinical Trial Agreements.
4. Objective - Maximum 300 characters including spaces. Please provide a one-sentence statement of the objective of the abstract.
5. Method - Maximum 300 characters including spaces. When, where, and how was the study was done? What materials were used or who was included in the study?
6. Results - Maximum 2000 characters including spaces. What quantitative data was collected; what answer was found to the research question; what did the study find? Was the tested hypothesis true?
7. Conclusion - Maximum 2000 characters including spaces. State what can be concluded from the study and its implications.